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l Summary

History

The subject of this graduation assignment is "Reduced Procurement Cycle". This subject
was chosen because a well-known engineering firm like ABB Lummus Global B.V. (LGN)
always tries to improve their internal work processes. The primary goal of the investigation
is to reduce the procurement cycle, meaning that the total time required purchasing
equipment needs to be reduced. Secondly LGN would like to lower the amount of spent
Man-hours. Both mentioned aims are inherent on costs.

In the past years LGN is revising the internal work processes. Within these thoughts the
"Reduced Procurement Cycle" is an important part. The procurement cycle is very time
consuming, so it is interesting to investigate if it is possible to make some improvements.

Problem definition

The problem definition is based on the fact that for certain projects the total purchase time
is too long, which causes schedule and budget constraints.

Current position

In recent years the insight in the procurement cycle has changed and led to the plan to
conduct an investigation with the primary goal to reduce the procurement cycle. This is the
first time that such an investigation is performed. Especially the fact that time durations are
combined with activities in the cycle. This gives a special dimension to the project.

The departments that are involved within the assignment are mainly mechanical and
procurement. These are the departments who are actively purchasing equipment. Other
departments are sometimes mentioned because they are also important for the realization
of the final product but isn't in the scope of the assignment.

In the near future LGN plans to perform more of these investigations. It gives a clear view of
how efficiënt LGN is working. There are more departments where this way of investigation
can be applied.

Assignment

The assignment given by LGN is named "Reduced Procurement Cycle". It shall be
investigated in which ways engineering and procurement can reduce their "cycle times"
between the issue of the inquiry and order placement.
This includes investigation of the cycle time process, collection of data, drawing conclusions
and making recommendations. These recommendations should be easily implemented.

Method of research

The theoretical background of the project is "Lean Engineering", a method that investigates
a whole production- or information stream. The strength of this method is that it defines the
activities within a process. This gives the ability to define useless or less useful activities
within the procurement cycle.

ABB Lummus Global B.V. l
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At the beginning of the assignment mainly procedures and conversation with employees
from LGN were used as research. With this it was possible to get an understanding on how
LGN and its departments work. With the gained information, models were made which gave
an overview of the activities within the procurement processes.

Since it wasn't possible to conduct an investigation for the whole process (too less time) a
selection was made for the most time consuming parts of the process. This was performed
by making graphs in s spreadsheet with Man-hours and total duration times of the
procurement cycles. When the selection was made, the most time consuming parts were
studied, by making questionnaires that cleared up the characteristic of each activity. Models
were made that illustrated the effectiveness of each activity and the time consumer. These
models and questionnaires resulted in conclusions and recommendations. The research
methods used for the activities mentioned in the last paragraph are based on "Lean
Engineering" but are developed by LGN and the trainee.

Conclusions and recommendations are presented in chapter 7.

ABB Lummus Global B.V.
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II Preface

This report has been written within the framework of the graduation assignment, as a
component of the fourth study year of Mechanical Engineering specialisation Technical
Commercial Engineer.

The main purpose of this report is to give the reader a clear understanding of why it was
necessary to carryout the investigation "Reduced Procurement Cycle" and to explain how
the investigation was planned and conducted, the results of investigation, the conclusions
and recommendations.

The report was written primarily for the mechanical and procurement departments. Not only
for management- but also for interested staff of these departments. However, the report can
also be read by individuals with an interest in for improvement of intern work processes.

Text arrangement

The content of this report is segmented in well-defined sections, to give a clear view how
the assignment was executed. At the beginning of the report a summary is presented, to
give an overview of the whole assignment and its results. Also a list of abbreviations and
definitions is provided, to give support while reading the report.

The actual report begins with an introduction, which explains the problem situation and
definition briefly. This to understand the scope of the assignment. The second chapter is
about the history, from the total ABB Group through the activities of LGN.
Chapter three explains the department structures and activities, which is essential for the
rest of the report. Chapter four and five gives an in-depth view of the problem statement
and methodology applied in the research. All these chapters are written to give a firm base
for the execution of the assignment.

In chapter six the assignment is performed following the "Lean Engineering" method.
Chapter seven provides the results of the assignment, the Conclusions &
Recommendations.

The appendices are presented in a separate report, named "General Appendix". In this
report the reader can find the required information that provides a deeper understanding of
the material presented in the main text.
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VII List of definitions
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Term
Added Value

Civil/Structural

1 Know

Inquiry Requisition
l-Pacs

Marian

Necessary Action

Piping

(Pure) Waste
Rotating

RPSR Data system

Special

Static

Oefinition
Any step that changes the characteristic of a product or
service and brings it closer to the cliënt requirements.
Civil/Structural utilizes all the foundational and structural
compartments of the plant e.g. foundation for column, pipe-
rack and control rooms, platforms on columns
LGN's database which provides ready access to all relevant
knowtedge relating to the management and execution of
projects, from Company policies to working forms, in order
to maximize efficiency.
Invitation for bid.
It is a system to measure the progress of a project.
This will be done in percentages of total estimate
workload. The system is chosen because it is
possible to compare the completed work with the
allocated amount of working hours
The procurement department uses a material management
system to streamline and make material control more
efficiënt. This system is named Marian.
Any work carried out which is necessary under
current conditions, but does not increase product or
service value.
Piping is the department that takes care of the design of all
connections between all sorts of equipment.
All other meaningless non-essential activities.
This sub-department is responsible for refinery services of:
Compressors, Expanders, Turbines, Engines, Pumps,
Agitators, Extruders, Centrifuges, Vacuüm Pump Systems,
Refrigeration (Compression) Systems, Generator Sets
Requisition and purchase order status report. List
with scheduled/planned and actual time spent on a
requisition up to the order placement.
This sub-department is responsible for package units,
Mechanica! handling, HVAC (Heating, Ventilation and Air
Conditioning) duty Spec, Flares, Heaters & Boilers, Cooling
towers, Solids handling, Fire fighting, Painting & Insulation,
Subcontracts, Equipment list.
This sub-department is responsible for: reactors, Heat
Exchangers (HE), Air-cooled HE's, Towers & Internals,
Vessels, Process filters, Tanks & Spheres.
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1 Introduction

Reduced Procurement Cycle

This report will describe the complete process of the assignment "Reduced Procurement
Cycle" from collecting Information up to results of this assignment.

2 The history of ABB

2.1 The ABB Group

Asea Brown Boveri (ABB) is a global company, which is active and operating in over 100
countries, providing several products and services in the area of power and automation
technologies for different branches of industry. ABB was established in 1988, when the
Swedish company Asea and the Swiss company Brown Boveri & Cie merged to form Asea
Brown Boveri Ltd, one of the largest electrical engineering companies in the world. As
shown in the figure below, ABB is divided into two divisions. The ABB Group employs more
than 120.000 people and has worldwide revenues totalling USD 18.8 billion in 2003.

ABB Group

Customer
Divisions

Product
Divistons

AM l
•mQtofcrt |

Figure 1: The ABB group divisions

The history of ABB goes dates from to the late nineteenth century, and is a long and
illustrious record of innovation and technological leadership in many industries.

Having helped countries all over the world to build, develop and maintain their
infrastructures, ABB has in recent years gone over from large-scale solutions to alternative
energy and the advanced products and technologies in power and automation that
constitute its Industrial IT offering.

In the following figure it is possible to see a few of the many innovations that ABB has
brought to the world in the past 120 years.

ABB Lummus Global B.V. 11
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ABB

ABB s iwo cora dhrision* post impravad
quattedy ravulte. Oivesftnant program

of non-«ora busJnessec continuaa.
Group successfufly launchaa ttiree-part

capita! strangmanlng program.

2003

ABS «alt the majonty of te Financial
Services dMskm and puts te OB, Gas

and Petrochamlcafe dMcion and Build-
ing Systems business araa up for sate.

2002

ABB 8lraan«na» te dMslonal structura to
focua on Iwo cora araas ofbucinan:
Power Tachnologtaa and Automation
Taohnotogias.

2D01 Spadlc cuatomar dhrisioos ara formad.
ABB Hete on the New York Stock
Exchanga. Rank» numbar ona in
cuctainabWy tor Ihird yaar in a row.

ABS confinuM to contoSdata te postton
in smal-scate aHarnativa anargy sotutions
and compMas savaral acquteitions of key

sotwara compames to complement te
growéng dominanca in mdusMal IT.

2000

1999 ABB dlvaata te nudaar power, power
genaratfon and rai businessae In ordar to
focua on davatoplng te markat streng»»
in aKamativa arwrgy.

ABB acquiraa B»ag Batey Procass
AutamaBon, fw largaat acquiaitton
in te hfetory, to bacoma the markat

leader in the gtobai automaUon markaL

1998

1993 ABB conttnuaa to focus lla growti sfratogy
on Europa, Aaia and 8ia AmericM Suough
a numbar of strategie invasiment», joint
vanturaa and acqutoWona.

ABB commancas a larga-acato program
of axpanston in canlnl and aastam

Europa foOo<Mng ttia removal of tha Iran
Curtafn in 1889.

1990

1989 ABB acquiraa «oma 40 compartat in Jts
•rat yaar, tnduding the povwrtram-
mtaalon and power dtetrtiuüon fauslnessaa
of Wastfngnousa Efectrtc Corporation.
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1988
Asea and BBC metge talotm ABB {Asea Broivn Boven Lid),

on» of öie iaigest etectncal engineering cornpanies in tie worid.

Aa»a
in the year prior lo as merger .wil)

BBC. Aaea has «venuw of Skr 46
ttiorx eamings of Skr 2J6 btflon,

and 71.000 amptoyees.

A»M te orte of the top ton
compBnte» In th* worhJ In power

technotogy.

Asea nvents and launche» one
of tie first induslnal robots.

A«ea bulds tfw firtf nudear
power plart ki Sweden and
goe»on to buld nhe of the

12neac*or»

The demand fcr HVOC tectmology
«n Ates Asea to etxpsnd into

international markets and open
•ato» offices in many countries.

The flrst high-vdtage DC (HVDC)
traramisaian ln« te btlt by Asea.

Asea te fie first company in the
world fo nwnufacture iynthette

diamond».

The fint 400 kV frammtafen Ine
isbuWbyAwa,

Asea contlnuas to grow as a ma)or
suppter to the power, steel, mWng

and iransport tndusbtes.

BBC
1986 1988 In tte year prior to rts merger witi

Asea, BBC nas revenue* of Sir 58
b«on, earrtngs o< Skr 900 müion,
and 97jOOO empldyees.

1980s 1984 InsfalafonofrwfirstofnineBBC
generators in the worid's targeat
hydmetedric power station at Haipti
ènSoUhAmeóca.

1974 1975 BBC dewtopB conttot systems tor a
nunbet of mokxway tunnels.

1960$ 1971 BBC bUlds the most powerÉJltrans-
(brmer in me worid at 1300 MVA.

196ÖS 1968 BBCdevMopsmenrstgeartess
cement drive in tie woitd.

1954 1963 The first data transmission at carrier
hequency is pertarmad by BBC
over a 735-kV high-volage line to
B» power stottert conlral uit.

1953 1946-63 BBC estabSshe* subsidiaries in
Brazi, Mexico, Souti Aftics and
India.

1952 1944 BBC octnfinues lo üinovate in loco-
motwe technotogy w«h the
devetapment ofBie Hat Ngh-apeed
tooomaüve w«i dnving shaNs fitted
exdusively in bogies.

19SOs
and

1940 s

T

1939 BBC buikte flie Nrst combuston
gas turbine for genembng
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A**a bukte fh* wwW's largost s«tf-
ooofing tfBnsfotrnof and oxpandv
if* fan butiiess by aoquHng AB

SvandH Rakifabrtwn.

1932 1933 B8C oMains a patent tot turbine
mtarsconsfructed of indvidua) «teel
disks tiaf are weUed together.

Asea suppfiee tocomotiws and
power converters fcrtba new

Stockholm to GothenbuiB railway.

1926 1939-
1920

BBC ectabfehe* subsidianes in
Hungary.Crecrtostovatua, Potend.
«w United State», Canada and
Aigenina.

Asea's soccess in tfansnwwnn
anabtesittoexpand ritemabbnaly

and hm subwdianee in Graat Bntein,
Spain, Oermarkand Finland.

1910-
1900

ISOOs In the fisl decade erf the new
certury, BBC invento a numbar
o* majw naw technologie» and
expends into llaly, Autfria and
Noftvay.

Aseaplay»a major rotein tie 1910-
«tedr«eationofSwediïJiindu«try. 1800

raüways and homes.

1901 BBC buW» the firrt «team
turbine in Europa.

Asea buld» fte firstthree-phase
kan»mi»»ion «yafem in Skwaden.

1893 1900 BBC expands abroad and
estabüshas is Irettowign
subwdiary in Gemiany.

Jona» Wenstoöm kivente fie three-
phase system tor genemto»,

ffansformef* and motors.

1889 1895 VWtiin tour year», BBC deWen «s
1 jDOO« etedncal machine in
motors and generators.

Elektriska Akfiabdaget merges with
Wenstrón» & Qranstróm» Bek-

biska Krafflxteg to torni AHmöma
Sranska Etakfiiska Akhebolaget,

later stoftened (o Asea.

1890 1893 Brown, Boven supplies Euiope's
fint largxcale combined heat and
power plant produong alternating
ounent.

Ludvig Fredhoim estaUishes Bek-
triska AMiebdaget in Stockholm as
marufachjrersol electrical Ighüng

and generators.

1883

Figure 2: Timeline ABB

1891 Charta» E.L Brown and WaKer
—— Boven estabfeh Brown, Boven

4Ciein Baden, Swtzeriand.
Shottly afterward, Bmwn, Boven
is the Int company to IraromX
higti-voltaa« AC power.
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2.2 ABB Lummus Global

Reduced Procurement Cycle

ABB Lummus Global is a 100% subsidiary of the ABB Group. ABB Lummus Global is an
international EPC (Engineering, Procurement and Construction) company that provides a
wide range of services to the oil and gas, petroleum refining and petrochemical industries
around the world.

r'
Figure 3: Locations of active ABB Lummus Global offices around the world

ABB Lummus Global offers a vast resource pool to industries in the oil and gas; chemical
and petrochemical; and refining sectors, which comprises of; various technical disciplines,
project management and project control, together with the relevant expertise for all projects.
Additionally, Lummus Global provides a strong technology base of different process
technologies, which are offered to clients.

Oil & Gas
Offshore

Oil & Gas
Onshore

Refining Chemicals/
Petrochemicals

Figure 4: An illustration of the major industries ABB Lummus Global are
involved in

ABB Lummus Global is also world renowned in a full range of engineering projects and
services including:

Process evaluations
Conceptual design
Studies
Front End Engineering and Design (FEED) packages
Procurement
Construction
Start-up/Training
Financial service
Project management
Heat transfer technology
Detailed engineering
Project controls/Planning

ABB Lummus Global B.V. 15
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The worldwide staff is approximately 3440. In nine decades, ABB Lummus Global has
completed more than 6350 major projects in 70 countries. Revenues for ABB Lummus
Global in 2003 were in excess of USD 2.0 billion.

2.3 ABB Lummus Global B.V.

ABB Lummus Global B.V. in The Netherlands (LGN) is a full scope engineering office of the
ABB Group, located in The Hague. The office was established in 1954 and has currently a
total home office staff of about 800. Since its inception, ABB Lummus Global B.V. has
carried out more than 500 major EPC (Engineering, Procurement and Construction)
projects throughout the world and has gained an international reputation in conceptual
engineering, detail engineering, design, procurement and construction of all types of
refineries, petrochemical process plants, offshore platforms and onshore gas and oil
handling and production facilities.

Over the years LGN has gained worldwide experience in all the industries LGN has worked
in. Recently LGN has enhanced its responsiveness to customers' needs and continuously
improved the company's capacity to offer quality performance.
This has resulted in work being carried out with the most sophisticated systems, including
the verification and control of projects in the most effective manner. As a result of
international experience, coupled with the clients' need for accurate control of all projects
variables, LGN continuously updates its planning, estimating, procurement and control
methods. LGN's experience is more than a reference list of completed projects, it is also
built from the expertise of LGN's staff with many years of service with ABB Lummus Global.
Figure 5 is showing division structure of the engineering, IT (Information Technology) and
procurement divisions. These departments are the most important within the project
"Reduced Procurement Cycle". Other departments are not shown in this figure.

ABB Lummu» GtebaJ -ThoNeflmUncH___________

Senior Vice President & General Manager

T
Vice President Director Operttions

Figure 5: Part of division structure

ABB Lummus Global B.V. 16
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3 Department structures

3.1 Mechanica! department

The mechanical engineering department is sub-divided into the following three sections:

1) Static equipment
2) Rotating equipment
3) Special equipment

The mechanical equipment engineers have:

- Primary responsibility for the engineering and design activities for all equipment,
including package units and special engineering services related to authority
coordination, fire fighting, fire protection, painting, insulation, heating ventilation and
air conditioning.

- Secondary responsibility for the procurement and construction for the above
mentioned activities. For procurement this means a proactive participating role in the
work processes and for construction an advisory role.

The primary project objective for mechanical is to provide the Plant Design disciplines
(Piping and Civil/Structural) with proper equipment design data. The mechanical task force
will assure a timely issue of the required deliverables in order to meet the requirements of
the project schedule and execution plan. The mechanical engineers provide the basic
designs and/or specifications for all engineering equipment. Each makes the most
economical selection, taking into account the equipment cost and quality, operating and
maintenance costs. The engineers préparé detailed purchase order specification and
drawings. All requested vendor documents are reviewed for conformity with the
specifications; technical integrity and interfaces are checked for implementation into the
plant design. The engineers assist with shop inspections where necessary and performance
testing of compressors, boilers and other complex equipment.

3.2 Procurement department

The specialists of the procurement department have knowledge and expertise in all aspects
of procuring equipment and materials worldwide. To the projects, procurement render
services on purchase orders, inspection, expediting, transportation, import and export and
delivery of all necessary materials and equipment. The specialists know international
markets and can take advantage of the combined purchasing leverage not only of ABB
Lummus Global, but also of the entire ABB Group.

For each project, the procurement services are customized to meet the project
requirements. These services may include any of the following:

- Undertake procurement on either a fixed price or cost reimbursable basis
- Procure, expedite, inspect all types of equipment, complicated packages and bulk

supplies
- Develop alliances with suppliers
- Involve suppliers, at an early stage, into the LGN engineering and procurement cycle
- Combine quantities of materials and equipment of several projects worldwide to

increase leverage
ABB Lummus Global B.V. j 7
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- Encourage continuous quality improvement in both LGN and suppliers
- Fulfil full logistic requirements for transportation of equipment and materials form the

suppliers to final destination

The procurement department uses a material management system to streamline and make
material control more efficiënt. This system is named Marian and offers the following:

- Seller data base of over 25.000 vendors, product ranges and performance
experience

- Bid activities of requisitioning and commercial conditions
- Evaluation of sellers' bids on "Best Value" basis, including "Life Cycle Costs"
- Purchase Orders issue with technical specifications and commercial conditions
- Monitoring and reporting the progress of the seller.
- Shipping and tracking of materials/equipment through to destination
- Evaluating sellers performance for future projects
- Cost control of all expenses involving vendors

The procurement group has access to a global network of local inspection and expediting
services, which can be allocated to plants from sellers. In addition, specialized engineers
are available for witnessing activities.

ABB Lummus Global B.V. j o
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4 Problem statement

In the following section the problem statement is interpreted. This is done by explaining how
LGN performs projects and how each department is involved in this process. Then the
assignment is defined by explaining what have to be done to make the project a success.
Finally an introduction is made how to execute the assignment.

4.1 Problem definition

The main activity of LGN is to carry out EPC projects throughout the world. These projects
are performed in the oil and (petro) Chemical industry. The company has gained an
international reputation in conceptual engineering, detail engineering, design, procurement
and construction of all types of refineries, petrochemical process plants, offshore platforms
and onshore gas and oil handling and production facilities.

The first step is to gain the order from the customer. Making a conceptual plan does this. In
this conceptual plan, the feasibility, technical needs, contents and performance, office hours
and oost estimates, planning etc. are investigated. When the cliënt accepts this conceptual
plan the actual work begins. Engineers finish the design of the equipment and evaluate with
the procurement department which seller they choose. In the meantime several other
departments such as: the civil/structural, piping, and instrumentation are working along.
They designed; foundations, connections between equipment and the
instrumental/electrical parts. Other important activities are logistics and construction. The
equipment has to arrive in time on the construction area. For the construction of the facility
a subcontractor is needed. All these departments and activities are supervised by LGN.

Within these types of projects the procurement cycle is one of the most important parts from
the "production process". All equipment designed by the various mechanical sub
departments, needs to be acquired via procurement. This is performed in an extensive
process, where the technical specifications are made and potential suppliers will be
selected. Due to the technical complexity of most of the equipment, each step of the
process needs to be performed with great care and quality. Each mistake/alteration made in
the process can cause delays. Every delay can lead to the exceeding of schedule, which
involves a cost overrun. The cliënt may fine LGN when delays occur.

Not only is the threat of a possible claim itself important, also the general duration of the
process itself. The process takes a lot of time from several departments, it can take up to 5
months till the purchase order is submitted. During this time there are a lot of "breaks" in the
process. Staff that is shifting work in their planning, and sometimes to colleagues, causes
this. Also a factor in these delays is contact with other departments and potential suppliers.
Especially the last group takes advantage of their unique position in this specialized
industry. They try to influence certain subjects into their advantage. All these developments
lead to more time consuming activities, such as: Far more communication with potential
suppliers/departments to get things done; start up work after breaks etc. In the first place
LGN trying to improve this situation in order to save costs. Secondly to enhance the
"happiness" of staff within the process. The saving of costs is dependent from the execution
duration of a project and the Man-hours spent (See table 1).
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Cost:
Cost of risk
Cost of Man-hours

Depend on:
Reducing financial risk by shortening durations
Reducing Man-hours by increasing efficiency.

Table 1: Costs

4.2 Assignment

The assignment given by LGN is named "Reduced Procurement Cycle". It shall be
investigated in which ways engineering and procurement can reduce their "cycle times"
between the issue of the inquiry and order placement.
This includes investigation of the cycle time process, collection of data, drawing conclusions
and making recommendations. These recommendations should be easily implemented and
"Down to earth". The outcome of the assignment will result in a report, written in English,
which will be reviewed by LGN prior to submission to the "Hogeschool van Utrecht".
Following this a presentation will be given to LGN management in the Dutch language. The
duration of the assignment is +3 months.

4.3 Introduction of executing the assignment

The execution of the assignment will be completed by following a clear plan. This plan
starts with learning how LGN and its departments work. This can be done by reading
procedures and talking to employees. The work processes, from the departments that are
involved with the assignment, have to be mapped. This will be the basis of the project. Next
to the mapping, times have to be allocated to the activities of the work processes. This
makes clear how much time which activity takes. Then it is advisable to make a selection of
which part of the process the investigation will focus on. It is difficult to investigate the
complete process in such a short time. The selected parts are going to be studied in detail.
Herewith figures and practical knowledge will be combined. This will lead to conclusions &
recommendations.
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4.4 Overall execution method

Reduced Procurement Cycle

In the following section the "Problem definition" and "Assignment" will undergo a more
detailed explanation. The main objective from the following method is that the "problem
definition" and the "need for streamlining the procurement cycle" are coupled to the
planning and execution. This generates a clear view of the assignment with its aims,
planning and subjects. It is possible to describe it as a work plan/schedule.

1) Overall Execution Method

m Statement AIMS

I N F O R M A T I O N

W H A T HAS TO
BE DONE

PLAN

ACTION

REVIEW

PURPOSE
CUSTOMER
END-PRODUCTS
SUCCESS CRITERIA

KNOWN
NEEDED

IN LIGHT OF AIMS AND
INFORMATION, WHAT
NEEDS TO BE DONE TO
COMPLETE THE JOB

WHO DOES WHAT,
WHERE, WHEN AND
HOW. A plan for «ach
"Whathas to bo done'

CARRY OUT THE PLAN

CHECKING WHETHER
THE AIMS ACHIEVED. IF
NOT, REDO FROM
INFORMATION STAGE.
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2) Problem statement

Problem definition:

• Within the activities from LGN the purchase process is very important. A more effective
process in this area will positively affect the whole work process of the company. To obtain
this ideal situation the plan was formulated to analyze the so-called procurement cycle. This
procurement cycle is built up out of a mechanical- & procurement work process. The cycle
analysis will be done from starting Inquiry issued up to Purchase order stage. The purchase
order process can be divided into three categories of work processes:

• Seller designed: The equipment is designed by the vendor.
• In house designed: Equipment that is designed by LGN.
• Catalogue items: Items that can be bought of the shelf.

• What is the problem? What goes wrong in the PO placement process in mechanical?

To sort out the problem it is necessary to focus on; time, hours and quality.
• Is it too time consuming, too many man-hours, too risky in terms of quality or too

risky in terms of time?
• Is it the wrong work process altogether? -» Seller design/In house design/Catalogue.
• Not one process but 2 (mech. /procurement) -> Interface problems?
• Are the correct choices made?
• Is the path forward clear?

Need for streamlining the procurement cvcle:

• In the recent years LGN has realized that a good functioning work process will benefit
the results of the company. To obtain this situation LGN would like to analyze its purchase
process. This is because it's one of the longest, most complicated and thus one of the most
expensive processes. This assignment will be the first of its kind within the organization.
When it proves to be successful LGN will perform more of this "investigations" in the near
future. The assignment will be fulfilled with the "Lean Engineering" theory where the Value
Flows will be defined with "Waste, Necessary Action and Added Value". So it is possible to
streamline the process via these Value Flows. In the table 2, the definitions of these
activities are explained.

Type of activity:
Added Value

Necessary Action

(Pure) Waste

Definition:
Any process that changes the characteristic of a
product or service and brings it closer to the cliënt
requirements.
Any work carried out which is necessary under
current conditions, but does not increase product or
service value.
All other meaningless non-essential activities.

Table 2: Definitions of "Lean Engineering'1
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- Answers ABB should pose to themselves are e.g.:

- Overrun in time? Why is time a problem?

- Budget overrun? Why is budget a problem?
- Lack of quality? (Changes & vendor performance) Why is quality a problem?

This should be replied to ABB during evaluation of applicable data.

3) Quadrant of Aims

Within the "Quadrant of Aims" the problem statement will undergo a more specific definition.
A parallel will be drawn from the "purpose" to the "stakeholders", "products" and "success
criteria". This gives a clear view how and who is involved with the project.

Purpose

• The purpose of this investigation is to improve the
purchase process.

To investigate whether we can improve the
PO placement process for mechanical with
respect to time (effective), quality and Man-
hours (efficiënt).

Stakeholders

•The customer will be ABB Lummus Global B.V.
department "Mechanical".

•Procurement dept.

•ABB Lummus Global projects.

•Hogeschool van Utrecht (College in Utrecht).

•Customers from LGN.

Products

•Detailed analysis of the procurement cycle and
recommendations for improvement. This will be
performed in a report and a presentation.
>A value stream map of the current processes.

- Activities and purpose (budget + actual)
- Time durations & man hours (budget +
actual)

- Recycles + external information + purpose

•RPSR data analysis -> data -> information

•List of attention areas in the process based as an
analysis of the map, data, input from engineers and
lessons learned.

•Improvement ideas based on:
- Making the value flow
- Eliminating waste
- Reducing Necessary Actions

Success criteria

How can we measure our achievement?

•Time; this can be obtained in two different
possibilities. The first, to remove "waste" from the
process, so the cycle can be reduced. Secondly to
decrease the time that the procurement cycle is
"waiting" for information, personnel etc.
>RPSR durations go down (increased effectiveness)

- Durations goes down
- No missing of planned dates

•Quality; the goal is to reduce the cycle, without
effecting the quality of the procurement process
> Quality is in line with contract, minimum difference
inquiry requisition/PO requisition (minimum changes
on requisition log)

•Costs will be reduced when the "cycle time" is
shortened
> Man hours goes down (increased efficiency):

- No overruns of allocated Man-hours on
projects.

- Budgets can go down in the future.
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4) Information

Known Information:

• Procedures, standards, schedule and budget information, relevant workflows and fact
sheets, lessons learned by means of CIM's (Lessons learned system).

• Procedures; LGN 06-1905 REV. 6 and LGN 06-4600 REV.7 (See Appendix VIII).
• List the lessons learned (CIM's), if any.
• RPSR data (actual & budget).
• Budget man-hours.

Needed information:

• Also a lot of information has to be obtained in conversations/discussions with personnel
from the involved sub departments from "Mechanica!" (Rotating, Static, Special)
and procurement.

• RPSR "information" + requisition durations (budget + actual) based on RPSR fixed
points.
Man-hour data + actual man-hours spent on req. with Mechanical and Procurement.
Work flow req. with RPSR dates in it.
Where to focus attention; duration/hours.
Waste categories.
Internal/external interfaces in the workflow chart.
Changes.

5) Has to be done

What to do to aet the iob done:

01) Study structure of requisitions (Understand the process, talk to people)

02) Make "Value flow" models (For mechanical, for procurement and for special/rotating)

03) Define purpose and nature of value, per step in 1 or 2 sentence(s)
- Identify & describe external information and recycles.

04) Calculate "Value flow" on several subjects (RPSR + Man-hours).

05) Make an analysis of the duration of periods.

06) Analyze the selected parts for:
- Make the value flow
- Removal of waste
- Minimizing Necessary Actions

07) Make "Conclusion graphs" where conclusions & recommendations can be easily drawn
from.

08) Conclusions & Recommendations
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09) Writing report & presentation

6) Detailed planning to approach assignment within LGN

Reduced Procurement Cycle

Action

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

What

Study structure of
requisitions (Understand
the process, talk to
people)

Make "Value flow"
models (For mechanical,
for special/rotating and
for procurement)

Define purpose and
nature of value, per step
in 1 or 2 sentence(s)
- Identify & describe
external Information and
recycles

Calculate "Value flow" on
several subjects (Time +
hours, budget + actual)

Make an analysis of the
duration of periods.

Analyze the selected
parts (Asking questions).

Make "Conclusion
graphs" where
conclusions &
recommendations can be
easily drawn from.

When

Week 05

Week 06

Week 06 and 07

Week 08 and 09

Week 10 and 11

Week 11 and 12

Week 13 and 14

How

Reading procedures and
searching on l-know for
additional information.

The models will be
created with information
given in the procedures.
After this, checking
contents with personnel
from involved
department.

The definition can be
made in association with
personnel from the
divisions.

This will be done with the
help of RPSR program
and help from the
departments.

With this analysis a
selection of most time
consuming periods can
be selected. Then it is
possible to focus on
these periods.

The information flow
needs to be analyzed, by
asking various questions
for each activity.

Make graph where all
data is visually
summarized.
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8

9

Conclusions &
recommendations

Write report &
presentation

Week 15

Week16through21

Everything is now
analyzed. It is possible to
draw conclusions and
recommendations.

7) Action

Execute the plan:

• Perform the actions as listed in the plan.
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5 Methods

5.1 Lean engineering

The ideas behind "Lean Engineering" were originally developed by Toyota's manufacturing
operations in Japan. Toyota itself spread the principles through its supply base in the
1970's, and its distribution and sales operations in the 1980's. After various publications the
term "Lean Engineering" became very popular in the western world. This was because the
publications proved that there was a significant performance gap between Japanese and
western automotive industries. It became obvious that this Japanese business method used
less of everything: human effort, capital investments, facilities, inventories, time, product
development, parts supply and customer relations.

Type of activity:
Added Value

Necessary Action

(Pure) Waste

Definition:
Any process that changes the characteristic of a
product or service and brings it closer to the cliënt
requirements.
Any work carried out which is necessary under
current conditions, but does not increase product or
service value.
All other meaningless non-essential activities.

Table 3: Lean thinking

The starting point is to recognise that only a small fraction of the total time and effort in any
organisation actually adds value for the end customer. By clearly defining the Value for
each product or service (from the end customer's perspective), all the necessary actions or
waste can be removed from the process (See table 3). For most production operations only
5% of activities add value, 35% are necessary actions and 60% add no value at all.
Eliminating this waste is a great potential source of improvement in each company.

When applying the Lean Thinking theory, the organisation must view itself as just one part
of an extended supply chain; it follows that it needs to think strategically beyond its own
boundaries. It also contends that because value streams flow across several departments
and functions within an organisation, it needs to be organised around its key value streams.

In the beginning of this section it became clear that the origin of the theory was the
automotive industry. This is not the only sector or activity where it can be used. The
techniques are transferable, with a little adaptation to every type of production "stream". So
it is very useful for analyzing the information streams within the assignment "Reduced
Procurement Cycle". This type of "Lean Engineering" is called Lean Office.

Within the office environment it might be shocking to realize how much waste there is in a
process, from a customer's point of view. In figure 6 an example of the progress due to
Lean Office can be seen.

Order in______________ Order
OW
process

Pre-production
(QfffrP nrnrtscci

Production
New
lean
process

Figure 6: Lean Office
ABB Lummus Global B.V. 2?
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Figure 7: Example of Lean Office

In general there are a number of benefits with a Lean Office. Major order processing time
reductions can be obtained while reducing costs. A lean streamlined process:

- improves overall customer service
- reduces lead times
- reduces customer complaints
- reduced office space needed with a lean office layout, that supports the flow

In the following figure the main wastes in an office environment is shown. This is notably the
information stream within an office.
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Waste Definition Example Action in administration
Overproduction Generate more information

than the customer needs
right now

More info than the customer
needs
More info than the next
process needs
Creating reports no one
reads
Making extra copies

Reduce work batch sizes
Reduce mental
Setup time:
- Shorter search
routines
- Easy access to
information
- Eliminate
unnecessary data
- Simplify
processing_______

Waiting ld Ie time created when the
material, information, people
or equipment is not ready

Waiting for faxes, the
system to come back up,
the copy machine, customer
response, a handed off file
to come back

Combine work at one
workstation
Collocate sequential work
Cross-train to balance
workloads
One-touch information
access
Cues from visibility systems

Transport Movement of information
that does not add value

Retrieving or storing files
Carrying documents to and
from shared equipment
Taking files to another
person
Going to get signatures

Papertess or reduced paper
processes
One-stop werkstations
On-line suppliers

Processing itself Efforts that create no value
from the customers point of
view

Creating of reports,
repeated manual enter of
data, use of outsourced
standard and inappropriate
software

Simplify - eliminate
unnecessary parts
Establish system of
standard work
Fail-safe process to
eliminate rework

Inventory More information, project,
material on hand than the
customer needs right now

Files waiting to be worked
on
Open projects
Office suppliers
E-mails waiting to be read
Unused records in the
database

Reduce batch sizes for
processing
Minimize checks and
reviews
Synchronize work flows
(system for immediate
prioritizing)
Minimize flow interruption
Create capacity to handle
peak loads_______

Motion Movement of people that
does not add value

Searching for files
Extra cliques or key strokes
Clearing away files on the
desk
Gathering information
Looking through manuals
and catalogs
Handling paperwork____

Eliminate searching - on
stop access rather than
running around
Organize layout with 5S
principles
Visual management
systems

Defects Work that contains errors,
rework, mistakes or lacks
something necessary

Data entry error
Pricing error
Missing information
Missed specifications
Lost records

Logical quality standards
Disciplined but flexible
documentation
Standard work
Fail-safe process
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5.2 Methods developed within LGN

Reduced Procurement Cycle

The Lean Office theory itself cannot be used without adaptation. To benefit from this theory,
it is necessary to adjust it to the Standard of LGN and to the assignment. The trainee did
this with feedback from the quality department. This way a path was developed to
investigate the possibility of eliminating/reducing "Necessary Actions and Waste". This path
will be used to complete the assignment. In figure 8 this path is explained in detail.

t Prmnéim md amdjnis

d *l itlnmt Ifttont Ugntd tnj C

« wtf mcyctts w*h arrows. AITOW
(MIciUlliKycIlfmiFtoB. Am»t nfaln
thlt B Mtf C M pmfel actMiM nqwrad tv 0. Amw
e MOM rwM MMoK «*. M «nnijirj il

atet+a o»m»l

thw MwMbl* m ih« ii|M fgnMt fer thi CMtonwn?

C«t vw *w* rKyd**, tf «pp
rtiw c«r> wt impRM thittd»eti EvAnttoiî eycji?
'tow cinwv mil(t'lh«'w(ut"law?'"
«fiy tctMbM tw cm |f <•»• MPif««y firttmüiM/i

CWtlllWli.

Figure 8: Basis Value Flow Definition
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6 Execution of assignment

6.1 Analysis of department structures

When the project starled there was little knowledge about the assignment in particular and
the industry where LGN was working. So the logical first step was to investigate how the
equipment was bought by the involved departments (Mechanica! and Procurement). This
was done by making Value Flow models for the departments. For mechanical two value
flow models where made. One for the "Seller designed equipment" and one for the "In
house designed equipment". These models were made the first time with the internal
procedures. After that, these where reviewed in a brainstorm session with the involved
departments. The brainstorm session was performed to find out whether LGN really works
according to the procedures. An analysis in this way was never done within LGN, so it gave
a good overall view of the processes.

The three models can be found in Appendix III. In these models all activities from inquiry
requisition through issue purchase order are reflected. Additionally all information streams
can be seen. Altogether a complete image is given how all purchase processes works. It is
interesting to see how many activities and information streams there are. The periods that
are showed above the value flow models, are going to be used/explained later in the report.

Next to the clear image these models gave, it was very useful to learn something about the
industry, the vocabulary and the technical equipment. The models are an important base of
the project.

The following step in the project was to describe the various steps in the processes. For
each activity in the Value Flow models the purpose was described. This is important for one
of the last phases of the project. The statement of each activity can be considered as:
Added Value, Necessary Action or Waste. Also for the trainee is it a good support to
understand the activities in the Value Flow Models. This explanation can be seen in the
column "Explanation"

6.2 Collection of data

In the previous paragraph something was explained about the Value Flow models. The
greatest benefit from these models is that there is an obvious image about how the
procurement of equipment takes place. The following step is to collect data that gives the
duration of activities in time. The most important criteria to select projects is that they are
comparable, in order to avoid incorrect conclusions at the end of the project. Because of
this the following EPC projects were selected: Scanraff, Molipaq, Veba Óil, Seraya and HD
Select. More information about these projects can be found in Appendix VII. The collection
of data was done for the period of time of each inquiry requisition, with the RPSR data (See
table 4 and Appendix V) and for the Man-hours (See Appendix V). If the data is complete
the amount of Man-hours spent within a requisition can be calculated.
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Legend:
AS = duration in scheduled days between two activities e.g. issue inquiry req. through inquiry issued, 5 days.
AP = duration in planned days between two activities.
AA = duration in actual days between two activities.
Total proc. Time = the total procurement time in days.____________________________
Table 4: Example of RPSR Data

6.3 Analysis of the different periods between Inquiry & issue PO requisition

With the RPSR Data and the Man-hour estimates from comparable projects a period
analysis can be made. To perform this, it is necessary to make a format where the
comparison between RPSR Data and the Man-hours easily can be made. The format that
was created is shown in Appendix V. In the table the RPSR Data is compared with the Man-
hour estimates per requisition. For the RPSR Data, the amount of days spent are shown
per period and in total. The division of the periods are pictured above the Value Flow
models (Appendix III). Note that the times are measured per piece of equipment (Normally
a requisition contain more than one piece of equipment).
The division of the Man-hours was more difficult because it was different to the periods of
the RPSR Data. The best possibility was to divide it in "Inquiry requisition" and
"Evaluation/PO requisition". With these figures the graphs in Appendix II (See example in
figure 9). It gives a clear view how much time each period or activity takes within a project.

After analyzing the tables and graphs one obvious conclusion can be drawn. In general,
period 2 and 4 are the most time consuming periods (See figure 9). Because this is such an
obvious conclusion, period 2 and 4 will be investigated more precisely during the last
phases of the project. This is because these two periods consumes the most time of the
whole process. In essence, relatively the most time can be saved during these periods.

•o
«^o
**

o

Comparison Heaters
RPSR Data

• Scanraff

• Molipaq
D H D Select

Q Seraya

Periods

Figure 9: Period analysis graph "Comparison Heaters"
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6.4 Questionnaires

Reduced Procurement Cycle

After analysis of the RPSR and Man-hour graphs from procurement and mechanical it is
obvious that period 2 and 4 are the most time consuming periods. In this perspective it is
advisable to investigate these periods more closely because relatively the most time can be
saved. This can be done with the Value flow models that where made for these
departments. The following activities need to be included:

Mechanical, in house designed equipment
Period:

2

2

4
4

4

Activity:
Handle changes

Attend inq. clarification
meeting with sellers
before bid received
Preselect bids
Evaluate bids

Attend bid clarification
meeting

Information flow:
Change seller
info to seller
via procure-
ment
Change data

Bids
Setup/prepare
technical bid
evaluation
form
Send out via
procurement
question-
naires to
individual
bidders,
incorporate
replies in
T.B.E.

-

Mechanica), seller designed equipment
Period:

2

2

4
4

4

4

4

Activity:
Handle changes

Altend inq. clarification
meeting with sellers
before bid received
Preselect bids
Evaluate preselected
bids

Attend bid clarification
meeting
Préparé conference
notes
Replies from bidders &
answer to bidders (if
applicable)

Information flow:

- Bids
Setup/prepare
technical bid
evaluation
form
Send out via
procurement
question-
naires to
individual
bidders,
incorporate
replies in
T.B.E.

-

-

Procurement
Period:

2

2
4

4

Activity:
Préparé inq. status report

Expedite receive quotation
Detailed evaluation (Tech./Comm.)

Coordinate bid clarification meeting

Information flow:
Inquiry status report
Inquiry bidders list + Marian

- Update inquiry status report
-

-

The following questions will be used to analyze the various activities. Each question needs
to be answered for each activity. The answering of these questions will lead to the
elimination (if possible) of the so-called "Waste" & "Necessary Actions" and increases the
"Added Value" criteria.

Period analysis "Mechanical, in house designed equipment"

The questions:

01) Why is this activity necessary? Explain the activity.
02) Any alternative way of achieving the purpose? How?
03) Is the level of information per issue status sufficient? Why?
04) Is it creative work or production type of work?
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05) What problems does the Long Lead (LL) indicate?
06) Is this deliverable in the right format for the customers?
07) Do we get information in the right format?
08) Any "Necessary Actions" involved? Refer to listing of "Necessary Action" categories.
09) Any waste to be identified? Refer to standard listing of Waste categories.
10) Why do we have recycles, if applicable?
11) Can we avoid recycles? How?
12) How can we improve the technical evaluation cycle?
1 3) How can we make the value flow?
14) Any activities that can be done separately (internalize/externalize)?

Activities:

• Handle changes:

01) To receive quotations, with the latest up to date information.
02) No, there aren't any better alternative solutions to achieve the purpose. The handling

of changes is performed via telephone and confirmed by E-Mail or just by E-Mail
contact.

03) Yes, the inquiry requisition was first checked by the originating discipline itself and
then routed to other departments. Then the comments will be collected and
incorporated. After issuing the inquiry requisition the changes can be handled. All
these steps are necessary because changes need to be made early as possible and
with great care. The costs of changes rise dramatically when the project makes
progress.

04) Production
05) Not applicable
06) Not applicable
07) The information is given in the correct format.
08) This action is necessary for the realization of the project in time and of good quality.

However this action is of no direct value to the customer. The activity can be stated
as "Waste". This activity will bring the product/service closer to the client's
requirement.

09) No
10) There are no recycles in this process, but they can occur when this activity is

performed poorly. This causes bad quality, due to minimal information when the
process starts. When not all alterations are made in the beginning of the process,
they will occur later on. This is involved with (often) unnecessary costs.

11) Recycles can be avoided when the internal routing and implementation of comments
are done with great care.

12) Not applicable
13) Perform the routing process carefully within various involved departments. Don't cut

time in this process.
14) The routing through the several departments can be done simultaneously. When the

routing is completed, organize meeting so that all departments are aware of other
departmental comments.

Conclusion:
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This activity is the best way to achieving the handling of changes. Although it is very
important to avoid recycles by giving enough time for the internal routing and the
implementation of comments. If this is not performed with sufficient quality, changes occur
later on in the project. This causes unnecessary extra costs and probably delays in project
delivery. This activity can be considered as "Added Value".

• Attend inq. clarification meeting with sellers before bids received (Only for
very complex execution, ifrequired):

01)To receive the right technical Standard between seller and buyer.
02)Yes, it is possible to perform this contact via E-Mail, telephone etc. There is a big

disadvantage in executing this; the period of time of this action can be very long.
With the meeting it is possible to make all agreements in a short period of time.

03)Yes, it is not possible to attend a meeting without sufficient information.
04) Creative
05)Delivery time, the right information at the right time, all the departments involved.
06)It is attended for clarification between LGN and vendor of equipment; customer can

be invited or individual case by case.
07)The right format will be discussed during the meeting.
08)This activity is only necessary for complex equipment packages. The clarification

meeting can be stated as a "Necessary Action". The clarification meeting is a
"Waste" activity when this is performed for small equipment/projects.

09) No, if the meeting is only applied on equipment packages. Then it is a necessary
action.

10) Recycles can occur when the meeting was not well prepared or problems existed
with the vendor. When this happens recycles can occur further on in the project.

11)lt is possible to avoid recycles when the meeting was well prepared.
12)Pre-filled out technical bid forms to be sending to sellers/bidders with inquiry

package.
13)To keep the value flow it is necessary to perform this meeting only on complicated

equipment packages.
14)Notapplicable

Conclusion:

For not complex equipment/projects there is another possibility to perform this activity,
namely via E-Mail, telephone contact etc. Unfortunately there is one big disadvantage; the
period of time of these actions can be very long. This often happens with complex
equipment/projects. So it is advisable to maintain the clarification meeting for complex
equipment and use the proposed E-Mail, telephone contact etc. for non-complex projects.
Recycles can exist, when the meeting was not well prepared. If this action is performed in
the proposed way, this action is a "Necessary Action".

• Preselect bids (by means of quick scan on technical completeness of
scope):

01)The reduction of potential suppliers will direct to a lower amount of man-hours (man-
hours estimates are based on evaluation of 2 bids!). It is now possible to compare
apples with apples because the bidders are technically scanned. This saves some
time.

02) No
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03)Yes, if the information level is not sufficient it is not possible to reduce the amount of
vendors.

04) Production type
05)For Long Lead (LL) equipment the schedule is very critical, so the time spent on

preselection of bids must be kept to a bare minimum.
06)Yes, a spreadsheet with all bidders will be created where the customer can see the

bids. These bids are compared with each other. This document will help the
customer to choose a vendor, together with LGN.

07)No, each vendor make it's own bid, in nis own format. It is advisable to create an
LGN format and sent this empty to the vendors. They can use the format to fill in
their bid. For ABB it is then easier to preselect the bids.

08)This is a "Necessary Action" activity, to minimize the man-hours spent on technical
bid evaluations.

09) No
10)Usually there are no recycles in this activity. Although sometimes LGN search for

more vendors, when the majority of the vendors are rejected or vendor declined to
bid. In this case this is a recycle because some activities has to be performed again.

11)In case of searching for new bidders after rejecting the majority of the first "search", it
is obvious that the best vendors where selected first. So it is not necessary to
perform a new selection, when there is a least one bidder in competition.

12)Send out pre filled technical bid evaluation to sellers/bidders.
13)The value can flow when not necessary activities as stated above can be eliminated.
14)No, all the bids need to be received by ABB before a defined date.

Conc/us/bn:

The preselection of bids is a time saving activity because the amount of vendors to be
evaluated is going to be reduced. This activity can be considered as the best way to
achieve the purpose. An improvement that can be made is to create a LGN format for
vendors. On this format the vendor have to make their bid. When these bids are returned to
LGN for evaluation, a lot of time can be saved because the bids can be compared easily.
During the performance of this activity there are no recycles. Nevertheless they can
originate when LGN search for new vendors after rejection/declining of the majority of the
bidders. LGN should select the remaining vendor. The preselection of bids can be stated as
a "Necessary Action".

• Evaluate bids (Technical & Commercial):

01)Procurement and mechanical will make an agreement, to level the bids technically
and commercial.

02)To improve the effectiveness of the bid evaluation, the mechanical- and procurement
department need to work closely together and simultaneously. This is not always the
case. In essence, the process itself is working fine.

03)Yes, to evaluate bids it's necessary to collect all the information gathered in the
previous activities and to make sure that equipment with the right design will be
bought.

04)Productive type
05)For LL equipment the schedule is very critical, so the time spent on evaluation of

preselected bids must be kept to an absolute minimum.
06)There is no specific "Product" for the customer in this activity. The customer is well

involved in the vendor decision, so the generaled documents are very important.
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07)Yes, the Information gathered in the previous activities is the latest Information from
the departments and vendors. This is crucial for the evaluation.

08)No, the vendors are preselected so there is no unnecessary evaluation of vendors.
So the waste was already removed. This activity can be stated as "Necessary
Action".

09) No
10)There are no recycles planned regarding to evaluating bids.
11)Not applicable
12)Send out pre filled technical bid evaluation to sellers/bidders.
13)The way the bids are being evaluated is sufficient. The only thing that can be

improved is the communication/cooperation between the mechanical- and
procurement department.

14)Yes, as mentioned before, the mechanical- and procurement department should start
simultaneously with the evaluation of bids.

Conclusion:

The purpose of the evaluation is to see if the bids are technically and commercially sound.
There is no better alternative way to evaluate bids. Also there are no recycles during the
evaluation of bids. One remark that can be made is that the communication between the
procurement- and the mechanical department is not always optimal. This situation need to
improve, this will benefit in the effectiveness of the evaluation. The evaluation of bids can
be stated as a "Necessary Action".

• Attend bid clarification meeting:

01)By attending a bid clarification meeting it is possible to select the most attractive
seller. This will be done both technically and commercial.

02)No, other alternatives would be far more time consuming.
03)The information level must be sufficient. A clarification meeting without enough

information would be impossible, not wise/not preferred.
04)lt's a creative work because the negotiations with vendors are a dynamic event.
05) Not applicable
06) Not applicable
07)Not applicable
08)This is a "Necessary Action".
09) No
10)Not applicable
11)Not applicable
12)Not applicable
13)The value can flow by performing the bid clarification meeting with precision and

quality.
14) Not applicable

Conclusion:

The bid clarification meeting is the most effective option to achieve the purpose, other
alternatives would be far more time consuming. This activity is a "Necessary Action".
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Period analvsis "Mechanical. seller desianed eauipment"

• Handle changes:

See "Mechanical, in house-designed equipment"

• Attend inq. clarification meeting with sellers before bids received (If
required):

See "Mechanical, in house-designed equipment"

• Preselect bids:

See "Mechanical, in house-designed equipment"

• Evaluated preselected bids:

See "Mechanical, in house-designed equipment"

• Attend bid clarification meeting:

See "Mechanical, in house-designed equipment"

• Préparé conference notes*:

01)The preparations of the conference notes are made because the results from the bid
clarification meeting need to be reported.

02)There are no better alternative ways of achieving the purpose.
03)The information level should be sufficient after the bid clarification meeting.
04)Conference notes can be considered as production work.
05)Notapplicable
06) l n project format.
07)See point above.
08)This is a "Necessary Action".
09) No
10)Not applicable
11)Not applicable
12) Not applicable
13) Not applicable
14)Not applicable

Conclusion:

The conference notes are made on the most effective way possible. This activity can be
considered as a "Necessary Action".

* = Also applicable for "In house designed equipment"

• Replies from bidders & answer to bidders*:
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01)Afterthe clarification meeting and the preparation of the conference notes, there can
be questions between seller and buyer. These can be solved during this activity.

02) No alternative ways to achieve the purpose.
03)Not applicable
04)Solving questions can be a creative activity.
05)Mot applicable
06) Not applicable
07) Not applicable
08) It can be a "Waste" when it is used due to poor quality of work or other mistakes. In

normal situations this activity is a "Necessary Action".
09)Not applicable, see answer 8.
10)Not applicable
11)Not applicable
12)Not applicable
13)Try to avoid this time consuming activities.
14)ln case of more questions, ask them the same time.

Conclusion:

This activity is done in most effective way, if it's not a result of poor work. In case of poor
work, it is a 'Waste". In a normal situation it is a "Necessary Action".

* = Also applicable for "In house designed equipment"

Period analysis "Procurement"

The questions:

01) Why is this activity necessary?
02) Any alternative way of achieving the purpose? How?
03) Is the level of information per issue status sufficient? Why?
04) Is it creative work or production type of work?
05) What problems does the Long Lead (LL) indicate?
06) Is this deliverable in the right format for the customers?
07) Do we get information in the right format?
08) Any "Necessary Actions" involved? Refer to listing of "Necessary Action" categories.
09) Any waste to be identified? Refer to Standard listing of Waste categories.
10) Why do we have recycles?
11) Can we avoid recycles? How?
12) How can we improve the technical evaluation cycle?
13) How can we make the value flow?
14) Any activities that can be done separately (internalize/externalize)?
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• Préparé inq. status report:

01)The inq. status report informs the project once a week on the status/replies of
vendors on each inquiry.

02)There is no better alternative way of achieving the purpose.
03)The level of information is sufficient; all bids are received, if the vendor is interested

to make a bid.
04)This is a production type of work.
05)Not applicable
06)The "format" created during the preparation of the inquiry status report is not meant

for the customer, it is only an activity that contributes to the bid tab.
07)The received information is not always up to date, sometimes procurement does not

inform the Quotation Desk that they sent out inquiries. If the vendor confirms the
received inquiry, the Quotation Desk doesn't know where it is about.

08)The preparation of the inquiry status report can considered as a "Necessary Action".
09) This activity is not a "Waste".
10) Not applicable
11)Not applicable
12) Not applicable
13) Not applicable
14)Not applicable

Co/ic/us/bn:

There is no better alternative way of preparing the inquiry status report. Although
sometimes communication problems exist. There where situations that procurement didn't
inform the Quotation Desk that they sent out inquiries. As a result the Quotation Desk
received bids for unknown inquiries. The preparation of the inquiry status report can be
considered as a "Necessary Action"

• Expedite receive quotation:

01)This activity is to assure that the quotes will be submitted by vendors to LGN before
the bid due date. The quotation desk expedites the vendors on the timely submission
of the quotes.

02)There are no other better solutions to achieve this purpose.
03) Not applicable
04)This is a production type of work.
05)For LL equipment it is important to make a requisition with great care and quality.

When this isn't done, there will occur recycles in the remaining project. This will lead
to unnecessary delays. Another remark can be made for the time given to the vendor
for making a bid. These times are often to optimistic. For good quality sufficient time
is crucial.

06)Although the customer is involved in the bidding phase, this specific moment is not
an important "product" for them. This not means that the activity is not important for
the process at all.

07)As said in the mechanical part, it is advisable to oblige the vendor to use a LGN
format for their bids. This gives a huge advantage when comparing the bids from
different vendors/bidders.

08) If this activity can be performed as advised above there are few recycles. Also the
analysis afterwards is less time consuming. This activity is a "Necessary Action".
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09)Notapplicable
10)There are a few recycles due to different formats from bids; this gives delays with the

evaluation. Also there are often technical alterations, which lead to (partly) new
inquiries, to be changed by vendors. LGN and/or the customer can suggest the
technical alterations.

11)lf the method of working is changed as stated above, much recycles can be
removed.

12)The technical evaluation cycle can be improved by creating a qualitative good inquiry
requisition and by giving the vendor enough time to make a bid.

13)Adopt the proposed method of working.
14) Not applicable

Conclusion:

The way the received quotations are expedited is the best solution to achieve the purpose.
For this activity in general it is important to make a requisition with great care and quality.
This will lead to less recycles in the remaining project. Another important remark is that
LGN have to give the vendor enough time to make a good bid. This is to guarantee
sufficient quality and reduce recycles. Just like the mechanical department there should be
a format for making bids, this will save time in the evaluation phase. To achieve more
effectiveness LGN should reduce the amount of technical changes. If there are necessary
changes, they should be made as early as possible in the process because of extra costs.
This activity can be considered as a "Necessary Action".

• Detailed evaluation (technically/commercially):

01)Detailed evaluation assures that you are comparing apples with apples. Purpose of
the meeting is to assure that all details/questions have been discussed and clarified.

02)How the detailed evaluation is performed is the most effective way.
03)Without all necessary technical and commercial infomnation, it isn't possible to make

a correct evaluation. So the information level needs to be outstanding (for complex
packages only). In case of simple products it is advisable not to conduct too much
study time, less information is needed.

04) It is a creative type of work.
05)For LL equipment it is important to make a precise planning for engineers. This to

ensure the quality of the equipment.
06)The detailed evaluation is not a defined product for the customer, although it is an

important activity for the end product. This is contract dependent, for lump sum
project it is not applicable for the customer. For reimbursable contracts it is, because
the customer has to pay each hour worked by the engineer.

07)Not applicable
08)This can be considered as a "Necessary Action".
09) It isn't possible to identify a direct "Waste", although there are some processes that

can be improved.
10)There can happen some recycles when the bid tab isn't of sufficient quality. This

leads too much unnecessary contact between LGN and vendor. Also the
communication between the mechanical and procurement department needs to
optimally, this can save some recycles.

11 )Yes, see previous point
12)As mentioned before, create a good bid tab.
13)See point 10.
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14)The evaluation can be done simultaneously by the mechanical and procurement
department, off course in cooperation with each other.

Conclusion:

In genera! the technical and commercial evaluation is performed in the most effective way.
One of the few remarks that can be made for this activity is that the mechanical and
procurement department should work closely together, this to save recycles. Also the
planning for engineering needs to be accurate. This provides clarity and thus good quality.
The last improvement is more general than specific. Sometimes the technical and
commercial documents are sent separately to the vendor, this can be done in the same
time. This will save time for the vendor and also for LGN. The vendor has fewer questions
for LGN because all information arrivés at the same time. This activity can be considered as
a "Necessary Action".

• Coordinate bid clarification meeting:

01) To assure that at the end of the meeting the evaluation can be completed and final
selection of the vendor can be made.

02) Yes, it is possible to perform this contact via E-Mail, telephone etc.. There is a big
disadvantage in executing this; the period of time of this action can be very long.
With the meeting it is possible to make all agreements in a short period of time.

03) Yes, it is not possible to attend a meeting without sufficient information.
04) Creative
05) Not applicable
06) The "fomnat" for the customer is contract dependent, for lump sum (fixed price)

project it is not applicable for the customer. For reimbursable contracts it is, because
the customer has to pay each hour worked by the engineers.

07) Yes, the bids are received, the MOM (Minutes Of Meeting) and Document of
Agreement. The vendor signs all these documents, so they are legally obliged to
follow these agreements.

08) It can be a 'Waste" activity when this is performed for standard/non complex
equipment. It is only necessary for complex equipment. The activity can be stated as
"Necessary Action".

09) No, if the meeting is only applied on complex equipment. Then is it a necessary
action.

10) Recycles can occur when the meeting was not well prepared or problems existed
with the vendor (documents mentioned in previous point not signed by vendor).
When this happens recycles can occur further on in the project.

11) It is possible to avoid recycles when the meeting was well prepared and minuted.
12) The value can flow when the preparation of the meeting is sufficient. Attending a

premeeting with all disciplines can do this.
13) To keep the value flow it is necessary to perform this meeting only on complicated

equipment.
14) Not applicable

Conclusion:

There is another option to perform this activity. It is possible to clarify the bid via E-Mail,
telephone etc.. This is not an ideal option because the period of time of this action is too
long. With a meeting all agreements can be made in a short period of time. It is advisable to
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use the clarification meeting only for complex project execution (Necessary Action). If the
meeting is also attended for other less complex projects, it can be considered as a "Waste".
Also important is the preparation of the meeting, when the meeting was not well
prepared/minuted there can exist some recycles later on in the project.

6.5 Bubble Models

After analyzing period 2 and 4 more closely, it is interesting how effective each of this
activities are. Maybe there is a connection between the answers gathered in the
questionnaires and the figures. So, by combining the theory and the figures, an accurate
conclusion can be drawn.

To investigate the effectiveness of the activities, Bubble models where made. These
models give the effectiveness in percentages and time consumer of the period in
percentages over all periods. The size of the "Balls" gives the amount of equipment in each
requisition. The models are divided in 4 squares, which illustrate the ratio of effectiveness
and time consumer. So the position of each ball tells how effective and how the time
consumes are. This in combination with the conclusions of the questionnaires gives a clear
image how LGN is working in these periods. The Bubble models and the tables, where they
are made with, can be found in Appendix IV.
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Figure 10: Example of Bubble model "Period 2 Mechanica!"
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7 Conclusions & Recommendations for mechanica! & procurement

In the following section the conclusions and recommendations are drawn. This will be done
by making a combination from the questionnaires and the Bubble models. The advantage of
the method is, that the figures (tables & graphs) are combined with practical knowledge
(questionnaires). This will give a complete overview. The contents of this section are
divided in the: mechanical conclusions of period 2 and 4 and the same periods for
procurement. This is followed by conclusions for the handling of information and
conclusions in general.

7.1 Conclusions

Mechanical, in house and seller designed equipment:

After studying the Bubble models from "period 2 mechanical" it is obvious that the majority
of the equipment is purchased "Less effective, less time consuming". If this is rephrased, it
can be described as a procurement cycle where the work is done inefficiently, while the
period in time is not time consuming in the whole procurement process. This can be
explained as an extreme poor situation. One remark has to be made before making hard
judgements; is that the procurement cycle is not effective doesn't mean no work is carried
out. Various other duties are performed when the normal work has delays. Nevertheless,
the most important goal of the project was to reduce the total time of the procurement cycle.
Out of the questionnaires the following conclusion can be drawn regarding period 2.
Although there are no "Wastes" involved in this period, some recommendations are made in
paragraph 7.2.

Activity:
Handle changes
Attend inquiry meeting

Status:
Added Value
Necessary Action

For period 4 the image is not totally similar as for period 2. More bubbles are located in
square "Less effective, time consuming". So it can be said that in period 4 the activities are
more time consuming. Unfortunately the effectiveness in general is as low as period 2. Out
of the questionnaires the following status report was made. Hence that for period 4 the
activities from "In house designed" and "Seller designed" equipment are not similar. Seller
designed equipment has two more activities. For period 2 the situation is unaltered.

Activity:
In house designed
Preselect bids
Evaluate bids
Attend bid clarification meeting
Seller designed
Préparé conference notes*
Replies from bidders & answers to bidders*

Status:

Necessary Action
Necessary Action
Necessary Action

Necessary Action
Necessary Action

*= Also applicable for "In house designed equipment"
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Procurement:

While studying the Bubble models from "procurement, period 2" it was surprising to see that
the effectiveness was as low as for mechanical. Also the same characteristic can be seen
when it was compared with period 2 and 4 from mechanical. Period 2 was less time
consuming than period 4. Out of the questionnaires the following status report was made.

For period 2:
Activity:
Préparé inquiry status report
Expedite receive quotation

Status:
Necessary Action
Necessary Action

For period 4:
Activity:
Detailed evaluation
Coordinate bid clarification meeting/pre-award
meeting

Status:
Necessary Action
Necessary Action

7.2 Recommendations

Out of the conclusions that were drawn in the previous paragraph, the recommendations
can be made. These recommendations are a result of an extensive study that was
performed with great care. Within a big company as LGN there are so many parties and
opinions involved, that it is difficult to make a correct judgement. That is why the project was
planned and performed so carefully. The recommendations are presented in the same
order as paragraph 7.1.

Mechanical, in house and seller designed equipment:

In period 2 there are two activities, namely "Handle changes" and "Attend inquiry meeting".
"Handle changes" is an Added Value because the changes affect the end product. "Attend
inquiry meeting" is a Necessary Action because it is an activity that is important in the whole
process but not direct increasing the service value. The ineffectiveness that was found in
the Bubble model, can partly be cleared up by the fact, that between the moment that the
inquiry requisition is issued and the moment that the bids are received by LGN, much time
was lost by the seller while making a bid. Especially when there exist a number of changes,
which must be submitted to the vendor. When the vendor receives a requisition, hè often
needs to forward it to his subcontractor. This takes a lot of time. So by the time LGN
receives a bid much time was lost. This causes partly the huge ineffectiveness. Next to this
"possible cause" there are some recommendations that can be made:

- Give enough time for internal routing and the implementation of comments
- Use the inquiry clarification meeting only for complex equipment, in case of non-

complex equipment this activity becomes a "Waste".
- When changes exist, submit as fast as possible to the vendor.
- Probably the most important advice is, that sufficient time is needed for making an

inquiry requisition. This is an activity where time cannot be saved. If this is not
performed with sufficient quality, changes occur later on in the project.

In period 4 the following activities are performed: "Preselect bids", "Evaluate" bids and
"Attend bid clarification meeting". This for both "In house designed" as well for "Seller
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designed" equipment. All these activities are "Necessary Actions". This means that the work
carried out is necessary under current conditions. They don't add direct value to the end
product. The ineffectiveness that can be seen in the Bubble models is partly caused by the
contact between LGN and the vendor after evaluation. There are often questions that need
to be solved before making a final decision. This activity is in most cases performed via E-
mail contact, which results in considerable delays. But there are off course a couple of
recommendations:

- To reduce preselection and evaluation time it is advisable to create a LGN standard
format for vendors. On this format the vendor have to make their bid. This is not
always the case; the vendor chooses most of the times the format hè will use.

- When during the preselection the majority of the vendors reject or decline
themselves, it is useless to search for new vendors. The remaining vendors are
probably still better. This would be a 'Waste" activity.

- During the evaluation of bids the communication between the technical and
procurement department need to be optimal. This will improve the effectiveness
because the amount of recycles reduces dramatically.

- Reduce E-mail contact to bidders to the minimum and combine questions in fewer
mails during period 4.

Procurement:

In period 2 from procurement the following activities exist: "Préparé inquiry status report"
and "Expedite receive inquiry". Both activities are "Necessary Actions" because these
activities do not add a direct value to the customer. Just like the mechanical department the
effectiveness of the work is very low. This can partial described to the delays that occur due
to the amount of time that vendors need to make a bid. The vendor has in most cases
contractors that also have to make a bid. By the time LGN receives the bids, much time
have been lost. This is sometimes more worse, when alterations are made by LGN. There
are although some remarks that can be made:

- Normally the inquiries are expedited to vendors by the Quotation Desk, but in some
cases by the procurement department. When this is the case, procurement has to
inform the Quotation Desk that they sent out inquiries. This is important because the
Quotation Desk need to know which inquiries are out. This will benefit the handling of
bids and the preparation of the inquiry status report.

- It is important to make the commercial part of the PO with great care and quality.
This will lead to fewer recycles in the remaining project. Don't cut time in this
process.

- LGN have to give the vendor enough time to make a good bid. This to guarantee
sufficient quality and to reduce "unnecessary contact" with vendors.

- Just like the mechanical department there should be a format for making the bids.
This would save much time during evaluation. Unfortunately this is not always the
case; the vendor chooses most of the times the format hè will use.

- As said before, reduce the amount of technical changes. In case of necessary
changes, submit them as soon as possible. When a necessary change exists, the
shortest route has to be taken intern LGN. Then it can be submitted to vendor.

During period 4 there are various activities performed. These activities are: "Detailed
evaluation" and "Coordinate bid clarification meeting". Both activities are "Necessary
Actions" because they don't add direct value to the end product. For these activities, just
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like the mechanical department, the effectiveness is low. This can partly described to the
contact between LGN and the vendor before the final decision is made. Especially with
procurement there can be conditional and commercial questions. These have to be solved
first, which takes some time. The following recommendations can be made:

- The mechanical and procurement department should work closely together to
improve the effectiveness. More effectiveness means less recycles.

- Accurate planning for engineering. This for clarity and thus good quality.
- Sent out technical and commercial documents together. This to ensure optimal

cooperation between LGN and vendor. The vendor receives all information at once,
which reduces the recycles because of missing information.

- Use the clarification meeting only for complex equipment execution. For less
complex projects telephone, E-mail etc. can be used.

- Accurate preparation and minuting of the meeting is important, to save recycles later
on in the project.

Information handling:

In the assignment "Reduced Procurement Cycle" time information plays a crucial role. After
finishing the Value Flow models it was necessary to collect RPRS Data and Man-hour
estimates. With this data, it was possible to investigate how much time activities took. Later
on it was also possible to make effectiveness calculations. With these calculations valuable
conclusions & recommendations can be drawn.

Unfortunately the collection of information was not optimal. With this kept in mind, and
looking to future plans of LGN this was not a positive situation. LGN would like to conduct
more of these studies in the near future. The RPSR Data and the Man-hour estimates are
vital parts of these projects. It is extremely important that this information is easy
accessible. For this study the collection of information took far too long. To improve this
situation the following recommendations are made:

- All RPSR Data and Man-hour estimates (especially actual Man-hours), should be
collected and saved for each project for a reasonable period of time.

- In the contract with the cliënt the milestones should be set the same way as for other
projects. In the investigated projects the milestones were set differently which
resulted in complex period division (see figures above the Value Flow models in
Appendix III).

- All RPSR Data should be collected in one system. When looking at the period
division in the Value Flow models from Appendix III, it is easy to see that the
beginning part was not included in this assignment. This due to the fact that the
activities from that part were collected in the l-Pacs system. The rest of the data
(RPSR Data) in Marian.

- The RPSR Data should be collected in a format were the time that each period took,
automatically can be calculated. The format could be the excel format that was
created by the trainee (see Appendix V).

- The format of the Man-hour estimates from the departments should be the same. At
this moment every department has its own format.

- All the RPRS Data and Man-hours should be stored in one place. Preferably on the
intranet. The accessibility could be protected with a password.
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General conclusions:

The current work process within ABB is not efficiënt as it could be. Main cause is
multitasking (Too many activities outstanding at the same time without priority setting, by
the same person/department) and schedule pressure. There is a tendency that Project
Management is addressing items after the fact and not proactively.

General recommendations:

During the execution of the assignment much brainstorm sessions were attended with
several employees from different departments. These sessions resulted in several
suggestions. These suggestions are translated into general recommendations that are not
directly linked to the scope of this study.

- Sometimes new inquiry requisitions are sent out because the already received bids
are too expensive regarding the determined budget. This could be prevented when
the budgets were made more realistically.

- Within LGN the collection and availability of actual Man-hours for certain steps or
parts of processes, appears to be a cumbersome activity. Overruns on budgets are
discovered too late. It is recommended to investigate if it's possible, to implement the
"Bubble Models" easily within LGN in order to get more control.

- The assignment was only based on the mechanical and procurement department
between Inquiry issued and PO. It recommended performing this also for the pre
inquiry phase and other departments.

- The fabrication of an inquiry is a multi discipline exercise. Each department has their
own procedures, e.g. the piping department and process department would like to
work on an area bases (vertical). This while mechanical likes to have all the same
equipment in one inquiry (horizontal). Other departments like instrumentation are
sometimes not even "on board" while output is required for the inquiry. The
recommendation is to streamline this process up front and not after the inquiry is
issued. This leads to delays and increased costs.

- Take more time to deliver quality in the beginning, to avoid changes, recycles and
needless Communications.

- Avoid multi tasking, causing all activities to be late.
- The tasks themselves are useful, but organized in a wrong manner. Organize tasks

better to increase performance.
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9 Epilogue

This epilogue will end my graduation report for ABB Lummus Global B.V. In the short period
of time l have learned a tremendous amount of new things. Not only from my assignment
but also from the association with other employees and the industry LGN is working in. l
never realised that such sort of projects caused so much work and knowledge.

Especially the attitude of my colleagues and the transparency of the company made me feel
at home. Everybody was available and took time to answer my questions or help me with
my report.

l think that the assignment "Reduced Procurement Cycle" was a success and l hope that
LGN can benefit from the results in the near future.
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